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Abstract: During dredging for subsea tunnels and pipelines, the dredged soil is typically dumped 

in a designated area. Understanding the settling behaviors of the dumped particles is essential for 

an accurate prediction of the resulting morphology. This study dealt with the settling processes in 

the open-water column by means of experimental tests and numerical simulations. Both quiescent 

and ambient current conditions were taken into account. Particular attention was paid to the in-

duced flow patterns, descent sediment movement features and the resulting topography. Regarding 

the diffusion width and settling velocity, three key effect factors, i.e., dumped volume, particle size 

and ambient flow strength, were considered. The results show that the dumped sediment in the 

water forms a particle cloud, and two vortices with opposite rotations occur on both sides of the 

cloud. During settlement, three stages corresponding to convective descent, dynamic collapse and 

passive diffusion are observed. Most of the descending sediment is incorporated in a spherical vor-

tex, resembling an upside-down mushroom cloud, and some sediment is also contained in an irreg-

ular trailing stem. The dumped particles exhibit initial acceleration, and then they slow down to 

converge to a fixed value. Subjected to the ambient currents, the initial acceleration phase is pro-

longed, and the vortex is somewhat distorted; the particle cloud is also advected downstream with 

a velocity roughly equal to the ambient current. 
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1. Introduction 

Open-water sediment disposal is common in many applications associated with both 

coastal and offshore areas around the world, including land reclamation, coastline exten-

sion and contaminated sediment isolation. Large quantities of dredged soils are often pro-

duced in the construction of harbors, subsea tunnels and pipelines, etc. Usually, the 

dredged material is dumped directly by a suction dredger in a designated area [1,2]. The 

dumping process is accompanied by sediment diffusion, which may bring about some 

environmental issues. As required by environmental protection and design optimization, 

higher dumping standards, in terms of the smoothness or gradient of underwater sedi-

ment mounds, have been put forward [3–6]. To achieve an ideal morphology and meet 

the standards after dumping, the traditional method is to measure the generated topog-

raphy with multi-beam technics, and then to shape the topography by excavation-filling 

construction [7]. Understanding the sediment settling patterns is helpful for the prediction 

of the resulting morphology, so that the expected topography is achieved with a minimal 

workload. 
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During the dumping, a large amount of sediment enters the water in a relatively short 

time, and hyper-concentrated flow is thereby generated. Compared with single-particle 

movement, a large cluster of particles stirs the flow, which causes the flow and sediment 

transport patterns to be significantly different from the behaviors in the natural water col-

umn [8]. Distinct from one-phase flow (Bingham fluid) and high-viscous debris, the hy-

per-concentrated flow with non-viscous particles belongs to a turbulent two-phase flow, 

in which the density gradient, lift effect and particle collision all exhibit some certain par-

ticularities. 

By means of field observations, many researchers have carried out a significant 

amount of work on sediment dumping, of which the focus was the settling processes and 

the accumulation mechanism of particles [7]. In 1973, the U.S. Army Corps, as the pioneer, 

conducted a long-term tracer test of a dredging project in Sonoma Bay, San Francisco, and 

systematically provided the transportation, diffusion and deposition laws of dredged sed-

iment [9]. Later, some scholars from the United States, Japan and Europe also performed 

a series of prototype observations on the movement of dredged materials after being 

dumped in open waters [10–15]. These observations provided some insight into the spe-

cial phenomenon with respect to the dumped sediment diffusion and settlement in the 

water. However, limited by the measuring instruments and test conditions, the observed 

phenomenon was not profound, and the recorded data were not well documented. The 

dumping process is a relatively short-term activity, which is not easy to be captured re-

garding the instantaneous shape changes at each moment. Therefore, laboratory experi-

ments and numerical simulations, as alternatives, could complement each other and pro-

vide insights into the processes. 

Through laboratory experiments, Rahimipour and Wilkinson [16] analyzed particle 

clouds using sheet illumination to expose the internal structure of particle clouds com-

posed of graded sand and initial volumes. They captured the descent velocity of particle 

clouds and found that these velocities were comparable with those found for a miscible 

thermal of the same radius and buoyancy. Ruggaber [17] analyzed the physical mecha-

nisms for sediment losses on the basis of the characteristic cloud behavior as it descended 

in the water column. In his experiments, the focus was on how realistic modes and varia-

bles of sediment disposal operations (e.g., particle size, water content and initial momen-

tum) affected cloud behavior. Gu et al. [18] performed an experimental study on unsorted 

particle clouds discharged into a cross-flow, and they found that clouds exhibited signif-

icant differences compared with the stagnant ambient case. To observe the fate of sedi-

ments released instantaneously in a current, Genscheimer et al. [19] performed flow visu-

alization experiments in a glass-walled recirculating flume. Most available experiments 

have been performed in quiescent conditions. However, water bodies in nature are not 

quiescent; instead, they are continually under the influence of surface waves and time-

varying (e.g., tidal) currents. Documenting particle settling behavior in ambient currents 

is thus desirable. 

In a simulation of the dumping process, Koh and Chang first developed a short-term 

mathematical model for the prediction of the dispersion and settlement of waste material 

discharged into the ocean [20]. Based on the short-term model, Brandsma and Divkoy 

developed two short-term models to explore the instantaneous and continuous dumping 

process [21]. With the assistance of the model established by Koh and Chang, Han et al. 

speculated the covering range of the settled particles and calculated the deviation distance 

of the resulting topography [22]. During the settlement process, they found that an inter-

nal vortex played a certain role in the decrease in particle concentration. The horizontal 

transport effect of advection was appreciable, which was consistent with the results of 

Huang et al. [23]. There were some shortages in these models, which assumed that the 

particles touched the bottom and formed a semi-ellipsoid pattern. However, this assump-

tion differs from the reality that the particles should move radially outward as a density-

driven surge. 
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When simulating the dumping process, it is normally regarded as point source dif-

fusion in the convection–diffusion equation [24–28]. The total particles are weighted and 

distributed to each calculation cell at one time, which is reasonable for the diffusion of fine 

sediment. However, the movement of water and coarse particles belongs to a solid–liquid 

two-phase flow [29,30]. During the settlement, the diffusion model does not fully solve 

the movement of the two-phase flow. Moreover, in a fluctuated water column, the settle-

ment is significantly affected by the interaction of the particles and the turbulence, which 

is a complex nonlinear process [31]. The movement of particles enhances or weakens the 

flow turbulence somehow; the varied turbulence, in turn, affects the settlement [32–35]. 

This study deals with the settling process of dredged particles through experimental 

tests and numerical modeling, paying attention to the flow patterns, the settlement and 

diffusion of particles and the formation process of sediment accumulation. The experi-

ments were carried out under both stationary water and moving flow conditions. Consid-

ering the interaction of water and sediment, a coupling of the two-phase flow model was 

developed and validated based on the measured data. This research provides some pre-

liminary results in terms of the diffusion width, settling velocity and resulting topogra-

phy. The complement of both methods helps to understand the settling behaviors of sed-

iment clouds, providing a reference for dredging sediment disposal in similar situations. 

2. Experimental Tests 

The experimental tests were conducted in a flume at the Nanjing Hydraulic Research 

Institute (NHRI). Figure 1 shows some photos of the experiment, and a schematic layout 

of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. The flume was 18.5 m long, 1.0 m wide 

and 1.2 m high. Its sidewalls and bottom plates were made of plexiglass, allowing visual-

ization. The test area was situated some 10.0 m downstream of the inlet. The sand dumper 

was attached at the upper part of the area and fixed immediately over the flume, allowing 

for all of the release conditions to be performed in a ‘point’-style release. Its nozzle diam-

eter was 0.8 cm. The bottom edge of the nozzle was set at the same level as the water 

surface, and the particles fell freely from the dumper and entered the water column. The 

release mechanism was successfully used for releases of sediment with different particle 

sizes, released at different elevations. At the flume inlet, a pump with an electromagnetic 

flowmeter was equipped to supply a regular or random flow. To measure the flow veloc-

ities, an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) was installed 3.0 m upstream of the sand 

dumper, and the measurement error was 0.10 cm/s. A laser rangefinder was adopted to 

measure the micro-topography with an accuracy of ±0.5 cm. At the outlet, a tailgate regu-

lated the water stage. On the right side of the flume, a high-speed camera was installed at 

a 2.0 m distance from the test area; instantaneous flow images were captured at a 10 Hz 

frequency; and the duration for data collection was 10 s. To ensure that the height/width 

ratio had a negligible effect on the settling processes and the formation of underwater 

mounds, pre-experimental tests were carried out in the available flume to determine the 

choice of test particles, dumped volume and flow velocity. 
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Figure 1. Photos of the experimental setup: (a) water flume; (b) ADV (acoustic Doppler velocimeter); 

(c) laser rangefinder; (d) sand dumper. 
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Figure 2. The layout of the experimental setup. 

In the process of the dumping experiments, two water conditions were considered, 

i.e., stationary state and moving flow. The former refers to the dumped particles' move-

ment being driven only by gravity and buoyancy in the vertical direction; the latter means 

that the movement is also affected by the horizontal flow motion [36]. To relate the re-

search in the laboratory to open-water sediment disposal in the field as much as possible, 

realistic sediment particles from field collections were used. Three types of natural sand 

were selected for the experimental tests, in which the medium grain size D50 = 0.40, 0.70 

and 1.0 mm. Figure 3 shows the grain size distribution. Moreover, the uniformity coeffi-

cient Cu and the curvature coefficient Cc are also essential factors. According to the labor-

atory analysis, the Cc values were ~1.0, while the Cu values were >1.0. However, before 

the tests, to improve their uniformity, we also used a sand vibrating screen to further 

screen the sediment particles. Therefore, in the present experiments, the effects of Cu and 

Cc on the settling processes were not taken into account, while the focus lay on the grain 

size, i.e., D50. 

 

Figure 3. Sediment grain size distribution. 

There were 74 cases in total, in terms of varied water depth H, D50, sediment volume 

V, sediment density ρs and flow velocity U, performed for tests under the two flow condi-

tions. U is the horizontal velocity measured by the ADV at 0.6H. More details are available 

in Luo et al. [37]. In this paper, 9 cases were chosen for illustration, as shown in Table 1. 
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Zero velocity means the flow is regarded as still/quiescent. In some practical engineering 

conditions, e.g., in the presence of a cofferdam, the water column during the dumping 

processes is almost static. In this regard, the cases where the flow velocity is approxi-

mately zero (Cases 1−5) were also considered for analysis. The amount of dumped sand 

was determined using a preparatory test to ensure that the sidewall effect on the particle 

settlement was minimized. The sediment was dumped into the water column at a steady 

rate, i.e., in a given period, tp, the total dumped volume was V. The rate of dumping re-

mained the same in all the experimental tests, ~16.7 cm3/s. It would take ~60s for the ma-

terial to be completely dumped. The sediment dumping was at a roughly constant rate 

irrespective of the ambient currents. Considering that, during practical engineering, the 

dumping activity is supposed to be carried out at relatively weak ambient current condi-

tions, the maximum flow velocity usually does not exceed 0.10 m/s [7]. 

Table 1. Experimental flow and sediment conditions. 

Case D50 (mm) H (cm) V (cm3) ρs (kg/m3) U (m/s) 

1 0.40 50 1000 1430 0 

2 0.40 70 1000 1430 0 

3 0.40 90 1000 1430 0 

4 0.70 90 1000 1720 0 

5 1.00 90 1000 1928 0 

6 0.40 90 1000 1430 0.05 

7 0.40 90 1000 1430 0.08 

8 0.40 90 1000 1430 0.10 

9 1.00 90 1000 1928 0.05 

To measure the flow and sediment movement in the flume, challenges do exist, es-

pecially during the initial stage of sand dumping, which is mainly ascribed to the turbu-

lence enhancement in a short time and sediment diffusion in a dramatic manner. Despite 

this, measurements were repeated 2−3 times to guarantee the accuracy. 

3. Numerical Simulations 

The movement of water and sediment belongs to a solid–liquid two-phase flow. To 

simulate the settling processes, a mathematical model of two-phase flow was first estab-

lished, which is composed of several differential equations describing the momentum and 

continuity. On the basis of the flow model, particle movement was added for the coupling 

solution. In given boundary and initial conditions, the model is solved with the finite dif-

ference method. 

3.1. Mathematical Formulation 

Based on the Navier–Stokes equations of the fractional/area volume (FAVOR) grid 

method, the flow continuity and momentum equations were established. The volume 

fraction was introduced into the continuity equation to track the interface between the 

particles and the water: 


  

   
    

   
( ) ( ) ( )

F x y y D S
V uA vA wA R R

t x y z
 (1)

where VF is the fractional volume open to flow; u, v and w are the velocity components in 

the x, y and z coordinates, respectively; Ax, Ay and Az are the corresponding fractional 

areas in the x, y and z directions; RD and Rs are the turbulent diffusion term and mass 

source, respectively; ρ is the water density; and t is time. 

The derived 3D momentum equations with some additional terms are 
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1 1
( )S

x y z x x x w s

F F

Rpu u u u
uA vA wA G f b u u u

t V x y z x V 

    
          

    
 (2)

1 1
( ) ( )S

x y z y y y w s

F F

Rpv v v v
uA vA wA G f b v v v

t V x y z y V 

    
          

    
(3)

1 1
( )S

x y z z z z w s

F F

Rpw w w w
uA vA wA G f b w w w

t V x y z z V 

    
          

    
(4)

where Gx, Gy and Gz are body accelerations; fx, fy and fz are viscous accelerations; bx, by and 

bz are flow losses, and the final terms account for the injection of mass at a source repre-

sented by a geometry component; uw, vw and ww are the velocity components of the source; 

us, vs and ws are the fluid velocities at the source surface relative to the source itself; and p 

is the pressure. 

For compressible flow, the internal energy equation is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
yx z

F x y z D S

vAuA wA
V I IuA IvA IwA R R p

t x y z x y z
   

        
        

        
 (5)

where I is the internal energy of the macroscopic mixture. For two-fluid flow, 

(1 )
w w s s

I F I F I      (6)

where F is the volume fraction of the fluid, and the indices indicate quantities related to 

the fluid or solid. 

To solve the derived momentum equations, the turbulence model is used for closure. 

Commonly used turbulence models include the k-ε model, k-ɷ model, Plante mixing 

length model and renormalization group model (RNG). By comparison, the RNG model 

has wider applicability for the calculation of low-intensity turbulent flows [38,39]. There-

fore, it was adopted: 


2

1 3 2

1
( )T T T T T T

x y z T T

F T T

uA vA vA P G Diff
t V x x z k k

     
  

    
      

    
 (7)

where T
P  is the turbulent kinetic energy production term; T

G  is the buoyancy produc-

tion term; Diff  is the diffusion term; 1
 , 2

  and 3
  are dimensionless parameters, 

where the values are 1.44, 1.92 and 0.2, respectively; T


 
is the rate of turbulent energy 

dissipation; and T
k  is the turbulent kinetic energy, expressed as 

3

*=
T

a

u

K
  (8)

2

*=
0.3T

u
k  (9)

where *
u  is the local shear velocity, which is determined as 
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1
= ln( ) 5.0

a

u u u d
K

 (10)

where u0 is the parallel component of the velocity adjacent to the wall at a distance d, and 

Ka = 0.4 is the von Karman constant. 

3.2. Mesh and Boundary Conditions 

The computations were performed in the same size as in the experimental studies. 

Starting with a coarse mesh, global and local refinements were carried out to achieve a 

fine mesh. Figure 4 shows the computational grid. Several meshes of varied cell sizes were 

evaluated to ensure grid independence, which was checked through steady-state calcula-

tions. The domain was finally covered by 800,000 hexahedron cells. Smaller cells, with a 

0.01 m size, were used in the test area to account for large velocity gradients. 

 

Figure 4. The 3D computational grid. 

The numerical simulations were also performed at the two water conditions, i.e., 

static water and moving flow. During the settling processes, to simulate the changes in 

the cloud width and the settling velocity, the initial dumped volume is specified in the 

numerical model for illustration. The simulated flow and sediment conditions are listed 

in Table 2, in which V0 is the initial dumped volume. 

Table 2. Simulated flow and sediment conditions. 

Case D50 (mm) V0 (cm3) ρs (kg/m3) U (m/s) 

1 0.40 4.0 1430 0 

2 0.40 6.0 1430 0 

3 0.40 8.0 1430 0 

4 0.70 6.0 1720 0 

5 1.00 6.0 1928 0 

6 0.40 6.0 1430 0.05 

7 0.40 6.0 1430 0.08 

8 0.40 6.0 1430 0.10 

9 1.00 6.0 1928 0.05 
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Regarding the boundary conditions, at the inlet, the lateral constant inflow was spec-

ified, i.e., a uniform velocity is maintained. With respect to the boundary value, it is typi-

cally assumed that there is a local equilibrium between the turbulent shear generation 

term and the dissipation term, that is,  
T T

k . At the outlet, a fully developed turbulent 

flow was defined, i.e., the vertical velocity is zero. On the water surface, the free surface 

was selected using the rigid cover assumption, and the normal gradient of each quantity 

was zero. On the bottom, the non-slip boundary condition was adopted implying that 

there is no bed sediment exchange. 

3.3. Numerical Parameters 

The experimental tests show that the accuracy of sand dumping is closely related to 

the degree of settlement and diffusion of the particles. A schematic diagram and photo of 

sediment settlement are shown in Figure 5. The figure illustrates that, before touching the 

bottom, the descent of the leading edge of the sediment cloud determines the covering 

range of the underwater particles to a certain extent. 

 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram and photo of sediment settlement. 

The particle clouds in moving flows can exhibit significant differences when com-

pared with the stagnant ambient case [18,19]. The difference is quantified by analyzing 

the longitudinal width of the cloud between the left-most and right-most longitudinal 

edges, Ld, and the dumping period tp. The non-dimensional forms of these parameters are 

= /
md d s

L L l  (11) 

= /
d p s

t t t  (12) 

where ls = V01/3 is a length dimension, and ts is a time dimension. Considering the influence 

of gravity, density difference and dumped sediment volume, it is expressed as follows: 

1/2 -1/2 1/6

0
=

s p
t t V   (13) 

    ) /=( -
s  (14) 
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4. Results and Discussions 

Under both quiescent and ambient current conditions, the dynamics of the particles 

in terms of the settling process and the flow patterns were analyzed. Comparisons were 

made between the measurements and simulations regarding the resulting morphology. 

With respect to the diffusion width and settling velocity, the key effect factors including 

the dumped volume, particle grain size and ambient flow velocity were taken into ac-

count. 

4.1. Comparision between Experimental and Numerical Results 

To illustrate the sediment dumping and the resulting morphology in the experi-

mental tests, two cases were chosen corresponding to Case 5 and Case 9. Figure 6a,b pre-

sent the dumping in the static water column, where D50 = 1.00 mm, H = 90 cm and V = 1000 

cm3. It shows that sediment that is dumped in a quasi-instantaneous manner, driven by 

gravity, forms a particle cloud. In the process of vertical settlement, the sediment exhibits 

some diffusion in the horizontal direction. The particles touch the bottom and generate a 

relative cone-shape mound; the formed mound is nearly symmetrical in space. The intro-

duction of the ambient currents (U = 0.05 m/s) makes the process significantly different 

from the one in the quiescent state, as shown in Figure 6c,d. The particles settle down 

vertically and, meanwhile, also advect streamwise, which is mainly ascribed to the flow 

motion. Unidentical to the cone shape, the formed mound has a large length in the flow 

direction, and it forms a volcanic cone on the top, which is consistent with the field obser-

vations [7] and the laboratory measurements [37]. 

 

Figure 6. Experimental results: (a,b) sediment dumping and the resulting morphology in the sta-

tionary state; (c,d) sediment dumping and the resulting morphology in the moving flow. 

The resulting morphology after dumping, as an essential index, can reflect the sedi-

ment cloud movement in the water column. Therefore, for validation of the developed 

model, the simulated morphology, in the form of contour lines, was compared with the 

measurements, as shown in Figure 7. The thickness of the sediment accumulation at the 

outer edge is nearly zero; however, it is not easy to measure the thickness below 0.001 m 

in the experiments, which is limited by the capability of the laser rangefinder. As a result, 
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the contour lines at 0.1 cm and above were selected for comparison. Figure 7 shows that, 

in the two water conditions, the simulated profiles are in relatively good agreement with 

the measured ones, and the overall shapes of the resulting topography are similar. In the 

stationary state, the particles settle within a radius of 17 cm around the drop site. In the 

moving flow, the particles are deposited within a radius of 25 cm. Considering that the 

simulated morphology is roughly consistent with the measurements, it also indicates that 

the developed model including the adoption of the RNG model is suitable in the simula-

tions of particles moving in a low-intensity turbulent flow. 

 

Figure 7. Comparison between the measured and simulated morphologies: (a) stationary water; (b) 

moving flow. 

According to the simulation results, regardless of the existence of ambient currents, 

the radiation range is slightly reduced, and the peak of the accumulation body is steeper. 

In addition, under the action of the moving flow, the peak position is further downstream 

than the actual measured value, and the slope on the backside is also larger. The primary 

reason is that the size of the sediment particles in the experiments could not be completely 

consistent. The settling velocity of a particle, w0, in a liquid can be estimated using Stokes’ 

law [40], i.e., �� = (�� − ��)����
� /18�. From the formula, we could find that the coarse-

grained sediment with large particle sizes has a larger settling velocity, and as a result, it 

settles in the upstream more rapidly than the fine-grained sediment. The fine sediment 

that is smaller than the D50 settles further downstream due to the flow movement, and this 

phenomenon has a certain randomness. Further, the initial condition of the model is that 

a certain sediment density is specified at the dumper nozzle, and the upper boundary is 

assumed to be a steel cover. In the physical experiments, it is difficult to accurately de-

scribe the impact of sediment on the water body when it entered the water. In addition, 

when the boundary conditions are set, a non-slip boundary condition is adopted near the 

bottom layer, and there is no bed surface sediment exchange. As a result, the sediment 

would not continue to transport after reaching the bottom. Hence, the center offset dis-

tance and accumulation range of the particles would be smaller than the measured data. 
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According to the observations, the avalanche-like process usually occurring in the air does 

not happen during the continuous dumping on the existing pile of sediments. This is be-

cause the flow entrainment effect is more pronounced when the particles settle to the bot-

tom, and in this process, the existing pile does not reach the critical angle of repose. 

4.2. Settling Process of the Particles 

To illustrate the settling process of the particles, the two same cases, i.e., Cases 5 and 

9, were selected for analysis, corresponding to the quiescent and ambient current condi-

tions, respectively. In the static water column, Figure 8 shows the simulated settlement 

process of the particles, in which six moments were selected for illustration. As we can 

see, at t = 0.5 s, the sediment that is initially released in a quasi-instantaneous manner 

forms a particle cloud driven by gravity. This is because the motion results from the buoy-

ancy of the particles, and, in some ways, it resembles a thermal produced by the release 

of a buoyant liquid, where the word ‘thermal’ is used to describe certain aspects of the 

cloud motion. There are three different stages of a descending particle cloud: (1) convec-

tive descent, (2) dynamic collapse and (3) passive diffusion [14,20,21,39]. Each phase con-

tributes to the long-term fate of the released material, but the dynamics of particle clouds 

and the short-term fate of released material take place in the first phase. In the self-pre-

serving phase at t = 0.9 and 1.3 s, most of the sediment is incorporated in a spherical vortex, 

resembling an upside-down mushroom cloud, sometimes referred to as a ‘cap,’ or ‘parent 

cloud.’ However, some sediment is also contained in an irregular ‘trailing stem.’ This also 

shows that, with the elapsed time, driven by gravity, the particle clouds keep settling, and 

as a result, the stem becomes longer and slimmer. This is mainly caused by the sediment 

advection–diffusion during the settling process. It is suggested that this observation is not 

associated with the size of the nozzle. Even if the nozzles are smaller than a particular 

size, it would not give the stem zero width. It is obvious that during the stage, both settle-

ment and diffusion play a role at the same time; the sediment clouds diffuse with the 

relative movement of the water column, accompanied by settlement until reaching the 

bottom. In the dynamic collapse phase, e.g., t = 1.7 s, the particles reach the bottom and 

collapse; there is a process of quick diffusion and reflection on both sides, that is, the pro-

cess of ‘dynamic dissipation’. During the process of horizontal expansion, e.g., t = 2.1 and 

2.5 s, the average concentration gradually decreases. In the process of settlement, the sed-

iment cloud in the space exhibits certain symmetrical movement features. The process is 

consistent with the observations of Johanson [14] and Truitt [41]. 

 

Figure 8. Simulated settling process of the particles in the static water column. 

In the circumstances of ambient currents, it is discovered that the current has a sig-

nificant influence on the formation of the sediment cloud, which forms when particles are 

released into the water column, as shown in Figure 9. There are also three different stages 
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of a descending particle cloud, similar to that in a static water column. The currents are 

characterized by the presence of a spherical vortex that forms at a similar depth and grows 

to a similar size when compared with particle clouds in quiescent conditions. The intro-

duction of the current appears to prolong the initial acceleration phase and distort the 

spherical vortex, e.g., from t = 0.5 to 1.1 s. This is because, during the vertical acceleration 

stage, the particles also move in the horizontal direction driven by the current. As a result, 

to reach the terminal velocity, the needed acceleration time becomes longer. When the 

particles touch the bottom and diffuse to the surroundings, e.g., from t = 1.4 to 2.1 s, the 

ambient currents enhance the mixing of the particles and the current, leading to an in-

crease in the diffusion range. Although the diffusion range at the bottom increases, the 

relative density between the particles and the current declines; as a result, the diffusion 

after hitting the bottom becomes relatively weaker compared with that in the static water 

column. Gensheimer et al. performed flow visualization experiments and observed the 

fate of sediments released instantaneously in a current; they also found that, in weak am-

bient currents, particle clouds were advected downstream with a velocity equal to the 

ambient current, but otherwise, their behavior and structure were similar to those in qui-

escent conditions [19]. 

Comparing Figures 8 and 9, the resulting cloud at t = 1.3 s with U = 0 is similar to that 

at t = 1.1s with U = 0.05 m/s. This is because during the initial settlement stage, the density 

of particles is high and the impact of ambient currents is comparatively small; as a result, 

the horizontal movement is not significant but it does occur, while as the settlement pro-

gresses further, the particles are diffused by the turbulent action of the flow, and the am-

bient currents play an essential role, which makes the resulting cloud different from that 

in the quiescent water column. 

 

Figure 9. Simulated settling process of the particles in the moving flow. 

4.3. Flow Pattern Analysis 

The sediment is dumped into the water column and significantly stirs the water in 

both magnitude and direction. During the dumping, a large amount of sediment is re-

leased in a short time, leading to strong turbulence in the surrounding water column and 

therefore generating a vertical flow movement. The flow and sediment mix interplay with 

each other, presenting irregularly instant patterns [7]. To illustrate the flow patterns dur-

ing the dumpling, the same two aforementioned cases were chosen for analysis. 

Figure 10 displays, in the static water column, the flow fields in the process of particle 

settlement. In Figure 10a, the sediment is initially released, and in the meantime, vortices 

on both sides of the particles begin to appear; in the process of settling, e.g., in Figure 10b–

d, the two vortices, rotating in the opposite directions, expand gradually. During the pro-

cesses, most of the particles are incorporated in the spherical vortices; as a result, the 
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upside-down mushroom cloud and the irregular trailing stem are generated. The vortices 

have a blocking effect on the particle cloud; the symmetrical movement leads to a split in 

the cloud, and the surface shear force generated by the pressure gradients enhances the 

horizontal diffusion, as shown in Figure 10d. As the particles reach the bottom, e.g., in 

Figure 10e,f, the spherical vortices become distorted, and there is an apparent increase in 

the growth of the cloud length. In the process of vertical settlement, the overall flow ve-

locities in the water column are significantly enhanced, and especially in the surrounding 

of the particles, the water is significantly stirred. 

 

Figure 10. Flow fields in the process of particle settlement (static water). 

Figure 11 presents, in the moving flow (U = 0.05 m/s), the flow fields in the process 

of particle settlement. With the introduction of the ambient currents, the two vortices ro-

tating in the opposite direction also appear after the particles enter the water column, but 

the vortices are unsymmetrical compared with those in quiescent conditions. Driven by 

the flow, the upstream vortex moves downward faster than the downstream vortex; dur-

ing the gradual settlement, the intensity of vortices is continuously enhanced, and their 

vertical ranges are also expanded at the same time, as shown in Figure 11a–d. The inten-

sity difference of the two vortices leads to the advection of the sediment cloud. As the 

particles reach the bottom, e.g., in Figure 11e,f, similar to the bottom flow patterns in static 

water, the spherical vortices in the moving flow also show distortion, and there is a no-

ticeable augmentation in the growth of the cloud length. This phenomenon is mainly qual-

itative and could only be observed for smaller particle sizes because of limitations on the 

maximum current speed that should be considered during the experimental setup (pref-

erably <0.10 m/s) [19]. 

 

Figure 11. Flow fields in the process of particle settlement (moving flow). 
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The particles’ movement is connected to the flow patterns. Compared with the par-

ticle clouds in the quiescent environment, the clouds in the ambient currents experience 

greater growth in longitudinal width and a reduced descent velocity, especially after the 

initial acceleration stage. Gu et al. [18] attributed the reduced descent velocities to the fact 

that the spherical vortex is either damaged or destroyed. They also concluded that mixing 

between the particle cloud and ambient fluid is enhanced. Their observations and meas-

ured experimental data are in agreement with the results presented in this paper. 

4.4. Diffusion Width 

The diffusion width Lmd of the sediment clouds is a result of the combined gravity 

settlement and turbulent diffusion [42]. In flume experiments, it is difficult to determine 

the Lmd, which is limited by the definition of the cloud edge. In this study, with reference 

to the initial particle concentration, the location with a concentration lower than 5% is 

defined as the edge of the clouds. The initial particle concentration refers to the pre-

dumped sediment density; the particles do not mix with the water, and the density is 

determined by the particles themselves. The local sediment concentration means the post-

dumped density per unit volume; the particles enter the water column and mix with the 

water, and the concentration is associated with both the water body and the sediment. To 

illustrate the Lmd variations, three parameters in terms of initial dumped volume V0, D50 

and flow velocity U were selected for analysis. The results were compared with the meas-

urements from Scorer [43] and Li [44]. 

Figure 12a presents the effects of the V0 on the Lmd changes with the elapsed time, in 

which V0 = 4, 6 and 8 cm3, corresponding to Cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively, as shown in 

Table 2. The figure shows that all the calculated Lmd values are within the upper and lower 

limits from Li [44] and also in line with Scorer’s result [43], indicating a relatively good 

model performance. The Lmd shows an increasing trend as the V0 increases. As expected, a 

larger group of particles shows quick diffusions. Figure 12b displays the effects of the D50 

on the Lmd changes, in which D50 = 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0 mm, corresponding to Cases 2, 4 and 5, 

respectively. The figure shows that the Lmd declines with an augmentation of the D50. This 

is because the bigger particles often have a larger settling velocity, and therefore, in the 

process of large particles settling, the vertical movement plays the dominant role com-

pared to its horizontal diffusion. 

Under the action of ambient currents, it is also discovered that the strength of the 

current has a significant influence on the Lmd variations, as shown in Figure 12c. Increasing 

the current speeds (U = 0, 0.05, 0.08 and 0.10 m/s) appears to expand the diffusion ranges. 

This is explained by the fact that the strength of the current affects the formation of the 

clouds, which form when particles are released into the water. The increase in the current 

speed prolongs the initial acceleration phase and distorts the spherical vortex, thereby 

enhancing the turbulence in the surrounding of the particles. As a result, the Lmd is ampli-

fied when the strength of the ambient current is further increased. Overall, during the 

initial stage of the settlement, the Lmd increases approximately in a linear way, and the 

growth rate then declines gradually with the elapsed time. 

  

(a) (b) 
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(c) 

Figure 12. Relationships between (a) Lmd and V0; (b) Lmd and D50; (c) Lmd and U. 

4.5. Settling Velocity 

The particle cloud’s settling velocity, w, is defined as the vertical velocity of its lead-

ing edge. In the process of settlement, the induced flow patterns in the surrounding of the 

cloud are complex; limited by the flow measurement technology, there is little research 

available focusing on w analysis. As mentioned before, two vortices exist on both sides of 

the particles, which leads to the uneven pressure distributions outside the particle clouds; 

as a result, some particles could easily escape from the clouds and diffuse into the sur-

rounding flow. This makes it difficult to capture the leading edge and the w as well. More-

over, the settlement takes place in a relatively short time, and it is challenging to measure 

the settling velocity accurately. Therefore, as an alternative, the numerical model could 

provide the solution for the w calculations. 

The settling process is affected by several factors, e.g., V0, D50 and U. Figure 13 pre-

sents the relationship between the w/w0 and the three factors, where w0 is the settling ve-

locity of an equivalent single particle. The w0 is calculated using Stokes’ law, i.e., �� =

(�� − ��)����
� /18�. The figure shows that the w exhibits acceleration at the initial stage, 

and then it slows down gradually. If the simulated flume bottom is infinite, the w will 

continue to decrease and converge to a fixed value, i.e., the speed of a single particle w0. 

As expected, in an infinite settling process, the particle cloud would eventually decom-

pose into single particles. However, in reality, the two velocities are approximately equal, 

and w is always, by and large, greater than w0. As reported, the initial sudden acceleration 

typically lasts on the order of 10–4 s [42,45], but it is rather difficult to obtain the data at 

this stage with measurements and simulations. This puts a high demand on the model 

grid and calculated time step. 

The V0 has a certain effect on the w, which is unidentical to the single-particle settle-

ment, as shown in Figure 13a. To illustrate the w changes, three cases with V0 = 4, 6 and 8 

cm3 were selected for analysis corresponding to Cases 1, 2 and 3. The figure shows that 

the larger V0 results in higher peak w values; with a large V0, the time to reach the peak is 

shorter than that with a small V0. The D50 is also an essential factor that plays a role in the 

w, as presented in Figure 13b. The figure shows that the w increases with an increase in 

the D50; the larger D50 leads to higher peak w values. With a large D50, the time to reach the 

peak and converge to w0 is longer than that with a small V0. 
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(a) (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 13. Relationships between (a) w/w0 and V0; (b) w/w0 and D50; (c) w/w0 and U. 

To analyze the effect of the flow strength on the w variations, four cases with U = 0, 

0.05, 0.08 and 0.10 m/s were chosen for illustration, as shown in Figure 13c. The figure 

shows that the w increases as the U changes from 0 to 0.05 m/s and further increases U to 

0.08 and 0.10 m/s; the w, however, shows a declining trend. For the former trend, this 

illustrates that, in comparison to the static water condition, the moving flow, though at a 

relatively weak strength (U = 0.05 m/s), enhances the mixing of the particles with the sur-

rounding water, and as a result, the w is amplified. For the latter trend, this demonstrates 

that as the flow strength reaches a certain degree, the flow turbulence is greatly enhanced 

at the same time; the sediment clouds accelerate the diffusion, and the density difference 

between the clouds and the water column decreases in a rapid way. As a consequence, the 

effect of slowing down the w increases correspondingly, resulting in a decrease in the w. 

5. Conclusions 

In combination with both experimental tests and numerical simulations, this study 

aimed to elaborate the settling behaviors of dredged particles, in both quiescent and am-

bient current conditions. In the process of settling, the induced flow patterns, the diffusion 

of particles and the resulting morphology were explored and examined. Concerning the 

diffusion width and settling velocity, the key effect factors inclusive of the dumped vol-

ume, grain size and ambient flow strength were taken into account. The main conclusions 

are summarized as follows: 

(1) The sediment, which is dumped into the water column, significantly stirs the flow 

in both magnitude and direction. Compared with the dumped volume, the particle size 

plays an insignificant role in the induced flow fields. During the dumping, a large amount 

of sediment is released in a relatively short time, inducing strong turbulence in the 

surrounding water column and therefore generating a vertical flow movement. Two 

vortices, rotating in the opposite directions, occur on both sides of the particle cloud. The 

flow and sediment mix interact with each other, presenting irregularly instant patterns. 
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(2) During the settling, three stages of descending particles are observed in both the 

experiments and numerical simulations, i.e., convective descent, dynamic collapse and 

passive diffusion. Most of the sediment is incorporated in a spherical vortex, resembling 

an upside-down mushroom cloud, and some sediment is also contained in an irregular 

trailing stem. In the presence of an ambient current, the initial acceleration phase seems 

to be prolonged, and the spherical vortex is somewhat distorted; particle clouds are also 

advected downstream with a velocity roughly equal to the ambient current. 

(3) Regarding the diffusion width and settling velocity, they show an increasing trend 

as the dumped volume increases; the diffusion range is amplified when the strength of 

the ambient current is further increased. However, this shows that the width declines with 

an augmentation of the particle size, which is the opposite to the settling velocity changes. 

The descending particles exhibit acceleration at the initial stage, and then they slow down 

gradually; at the end, they are supposed to converge to a fixed value, i.e., the settling ve-

locity of an equivalent single particle. 

The complement of both methods helps to understand the settling behaviors of sed-

iment clouds, providing a reference for dredging sediment disposal in similar situations. 

In conjunction with the present work, more experimental research is needed to investigate 

the amount of material that may be ‘lost’ to the environment, i.e., transported by the am-

bient currents, which is the process of stem formation, i.e., the inclusion/exclusion of ma-

terial during release. 
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